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Today’s class

•  Studying for the midterm
•  The continuing quest for secure and usable 

passwords
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Studying for the midterm

•  Review quizzes (and missed readings)
•  Review lecture notes 2-8 and 10-13

– Terminology and definitions
– Questions, reasons, examples, etc., especially 

those discussed in class
•  Review homeworks
•  Midterm will be a mix of recognition, recall, 

and applying what you have learned
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Password vulnerabilities 

•  Shoulder-surfing 
attacks 

•  Online attacks 

•  Offline attacks 
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Recent password breaches 
Affected users Date 

Gawker 1,300,000 2010 
Sony 25,000,000 2011 
LivingSocial 50,000,000 2013 
Sega 1,300,000 2011 
Booz Allen Hamilton 90,000 2011 
Evernote 50,000,000 2013 
Drupal 1,000,000 2013 
Ashley Madison 32,000,000 2015 
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How offline attacks work 

•  Passwords are leaked hashed or encrypted 

•  Attackers guess, hash, see whether it matches 

•  Billions of guesses per second 

•  Good cracking algorithms guess high-
probability passwords first 

•  Good hash/salt schemes slow guessing 
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Guessing Strategy 

Dumb attacker 
aaaaaaaa 

aaaaaaab 

aaaaaaac 

aaaaaaad 

aaaaaaae 

… 

Smart attacker 
123456789 

password 

iloveyou 

princess 

12345678 

… 

Smart 
attacker 
uses data to 
crack 
passwords 
more 
quickly 
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Attackers exploit password reuse 

•  Guessing leaked passwords doesn’t help 
attacker who already has access to system 

•  But people reuse passwords 

•  So attackers guess leaked passwords and try 
them on other systems 
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How can we help users pick passwords 
that are easy to remember, but hard for 
an attacker to guess? 
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Password Policies 
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“Unfortunately, we do not have much data on 
the passwords users choose under particular 
rules.... NIST would like to obtain more data on 
the passwords users actually choose, but … 
system administrators are understandably 
reluctant to reveal password data to others.” 
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Outline 

•  Password study methods  
(applied to CMU passwords)  [CCS 2013] 

•  Finding good password-composition policies  

•  Password meters, feedback, and guidance 

•  Passphrases  

•  Perceptions 

•  Expiry 

•  Conclusions 
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How can you get passwords to study? 

•  Passwords created for experiments 
– Lab studies 
– Online studies 

•  Real passwords 
– Stolen passwords 
– Surveys 
– Legitimate access to actual passwords 
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Large-scale online experiments 

•  Amazon MTurk for recruitment and payment 

•  Enabled study of 40,000+ participants 

•  Email participants without collecting personally 
identifiable information 
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Methodology 

•  Participant tasks 
–  Create password under a randomly assigned condition 
–  Take a survey 
–  Recall password 
–  Return two days later to recall password and take another 

survey 

•  Data 

–  Plaintext passwords 
–  Self-reported data about sentiment 
–  Measured and self-reported password behavior 
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Usability metrics 

•  Creation attempts and time 

•  Recall attempts 

•  Reported sentiment 

•  Write-down rate 

•  Study drop-out rate 
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Strength metric: Guessability 

•  How many guesses to reach each password? 
– Subject to guessing algorithm and training data 

•  Result: guess number or beyond the cutoff 
– Cutoff = 380 trillion guesses (runs in about 1 day) 

Password Guess number 
12345678 4

Password178 1.4 x 106

jn%fKXsl!8@Df Beyond cutoff

Example: 
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Measuring Guessability 

password 
abcdefgh 
password17 
aceofbase 

A long 
time 

hashed 
passwords 

password- 
guessing 
tool 

 

Traditional approach: Run cracking tool 
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password: 2 

abcdefgh: 19546 
password17: 1.4×106 
aceofbase: 3×104 
jnfksl834df: never 

Measuring Guessability 

 

Our approach:  
Calculate guess numbers directly 

password 
abcdefgh 
password17 
aceofbase 
jnfksl834df 

plaintext 
passwords 

password- 
guessing 
calculator 
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Passwords for an entire university 

•  25k+ CMU faculty, staff, and student accounts 
– Plus 17,104 deactivated accounts 

•  Single-sign-on for email, financial, grades, 
registration, health, etc. 

•  Password requirements: 
– Minimum 8 characters 
– Upper, lower, digit, symbol 
– Dictionary check (241,497 words) 
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Other CMU data 

•  Web authentication logs (7 months) 
– Login rate, error rate, etc. 
– 1 to 3,595 logins per user (median 55) 

•  Personnel records: age, gender, affiliation, etc. 

•  Survey administered after password change 
– Why did you change your password? 
– Password creation strategies 
– 694 participants 
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Handling real data securely 

•  Legacy system stored passwords reversibly 

•  ISO personnel audited and ran code on isolated machine 

•  Aggregated outputs only, reviewed by ISO director 

ISO staff Research team 
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Other demographic results 

•  No effect for faculty/
student/staff or age 

•  Men 1.1x stronger 
passwords than 
women 
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•  Each added character 1.4x stronger 

•  Common locations for digits less helpful 
 

 

•  Similar results for symbols, uppercase 

Beginning
Middle

End
Spread

0 2 4 6

5.1
1.0

2.0
1.3

Relative strength

Digit placement

Password composition 

End is weakest 
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Survey results 

•  Password creation was annoying: 1.5x weaker 
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Comparing password sets 

•  Real CMU passwords 

•  Online studies 
– Similar to CMU password requirements 

•  Leaked: plaintext 
Used subset of leaked 
passwords 
conforming to CMU 
policy 
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Comparing sets – Guessability  

Leaked hashed/cracked: Very easy to guess 
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Comparing sets – Guessability  

Leaked plaintext:  
RockYou close to CMU, others much tougher 
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Comparing sets – Guessability  
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Online study passwords FTW! 

•  Real passwords are ideal to study, but hard to 
obtain and handle securely 

•  Subsets from leaked datasets are hit and miss 

•  Passwords from online studies are consistently 
closer to real passwords 
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Outline 

•  Password study methods  

•  Finding good password-composition policies  
[CHI 2011, IEEE SP 2012, CHI 2014] 

•  Password meters, feedback, and guidance  

•  Passphrases  

•  Perceptions 

•  Expiry 

•  Conclusions 
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Online studies 

•  Mechanical Turk studies 

•  Evaluated many password policies for strength 
and usability 
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Condition: Basic8 

 
password 

 

NIST estimate: 18 bits 
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Condition: Dictionary8 

 
sapsword 

 

NIST estimate: 24 bits 
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Condition: Comprehensive8 

 
Sapsword1! 

 

NIST estimate: 30 bits 
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Condition: Basic16 

 
 passwordpassword 

 

NIST estimate: 30 bits 
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Symbols in passwords 

0 

100 

200 

300 

400 

@ ! $ * # . - & _ 

O
cc

ur
re

nc
es
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Password strength 
one second one day 

62 years 
(one	day	with	
25,000	cores)	
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Usability 
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Basic16 not so good early on 

one second one day 

62 years (one	day	
with	25,000	cores)	
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Baseballbaseball
1234567890987654
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Easily guessed basic16 
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Require length plus? 

•  Goal: Good combination of security and 
usability 
– At least as secure as comp8 (CMU passwords) 
– As usable as possible 

•  Policies tested 
– Basic: at least 12, 16, 20 chars 
– 2-word: at least 12 or 16 chars + 2 words 
– 3-class: at least 12 or 16 chars + 3 char classes 
– comp8: reference policy 
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Guessability results 
Many alternatives to 
comp8 are stronger!

Only 3class12, 3class16, 
and 2word16 are better or 

close!

Strongest!
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Mean 
creation 
attempts 

Password 
entry time 
(seconds) 

% 
Participants 
who stored 
password 

comp8 2.3 13.2 56.9 
3class12 1.6 14.8 54.9 
3class16 1.8 16.2 60.2 
2word16 2.0 14.6 51.3 

Significantly better than comp8   Significantly worse than comp8 

Usability 
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Follow-up study 

•  3class12 was good… can we make it better? 

•  2class12 might be more usable 

•  2class16 might be stronger 

•  What if we require password to begin and end 
with lowercase?  

•  What if we add a blacklist requirement? 

•  What if we add both blacklist and pattern? 
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2list12 
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53 
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54 

creation 
attempt 

% 
creation 
difficult 

% 
creation 
annoy 

% 
recall 
difficult 

% 
stored 
pass-
word 

3class12 1.6! 24.1! 57.3! 36.0! 52.7!

2class12 1.6 25.1 54.0 35.4 50.8 

2class16 1.8 40.1 70.0 38.5 56.7 

2list12 1.8 32.8 61.4 35.7 59.6 

2s-list12 1.9 27.4 57.9 32.6 56.5 

2pattern12 2.4 46.8 74.7 47.4 61.7 

2list-pattern12 2.4 50.0 77.3 49.1 64.0 
2s-list-
pattern12 2.6 50.2 76.0 49.0 67.5 
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Findings 

•  3class12 and 2class12 almost identical 

•  Pattern requirement made passwords stronger, 
but also made creation and recall harder 

•  Blacklist requirement made passwords 
stronger, made creation but not recall harder 
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N-gram cracking 

•  Collect N-grams from various corpora 
– Google, books, IMDB, Twitter, lyrics, Wikipedia 

•  Provide N-gram information to cracking tools 

•  We can crack more passwords now 

3class12 examples 
 

ineedca$hn0w 
Applesaucecake60 

3class16 examples 
 

Mybonnieliesovertheocean. 
imsexyandiknowit#01 
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Outline 

•  Password study methods  

•  Finding good password-composition policies  

•  Password meters, feedback, and guidance  
[USENIX SEC ’12] [CHI 2015] 

•  Passphrases  

•  Perceptions 

•  Expiry 

•  Conclusions 
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Password Meters … 

… come in all shapes and sizes 
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Conditions with Visual Differences 
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Conditions with Visual Differences 
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Conditions with Visual Differences 
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Conditions with Visual Differences 
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Conditions with Visual Differences 
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Conditions with Visual Differences 
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Bunny Condition 
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Conditions with Scoring Differences 
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Conditions with Scoring Differences 
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Conditions with Scoring Differences 
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Conditions with Scoring Differences 
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Conditions with Scoring Differences 
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Conditions with Scoring Differences 
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Conditions with Scoring Differences 
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Guessability 
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Stringent meters 
increase resistance to 
guessing, without 
affecting memorability 

Visual changes don’t 
significantly change 
guessability 
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Open-source password meter 

•  In development at CMU based on empirical 
research 

•  Will provide specific suggestions for 
strengthening the password 
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Outline 

•  Password study methods  

•  Finding good password-composition policies 

•  Password meters, feedback, and guidance 

•  Passphrases  
[SOUPS 2012]  

•  Perceptions 

•  Expiry 

•  Conclusions 
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http://xkcd.com/936/ 
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Passphrase study 

•  Usability comparison 

•  System-assigned 
passphrases vs. 
passwords 

•  System-assigned 
assures random 
selection  
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Methodology 

•  1,476-participant Mturk study  

•  Users are assigned their password or passphrase 

•  8 passphrase conditions, 3 password conditions 

•  Varied factors: 

–  Size of dictionary words are selected from 
–  Whether order matters 
–  Parts of speech 
–  Number of words 
–  Instructions 
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4 common words 

try there three come  

one between high tell 
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Noun verb adjective noun 

plan builds sure power

end determines red drug 
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System-assigned passwords 

@J#8x 

*2LxG 
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Pronounceable passwords 

tufritvi  
 

vadasabi 
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Results 

•  No clear user favorite 

•  Passphrases are not easier to remember 

•  Passphrases slower to enter, more mistakes 

•  Error correction helps passphrase accuracy 

•  Pronounceable passwords were faster to enter with 
fewer mistakes than other passwords or passphrases 

•  Passphrases might have advantages for higher levels 
of security 
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Outline 

•  Password study methods  

•  Finding good password-composition policies 

•  Password meters, feedback, and guidance 

•  Passphrases  

•  Perceptions 
[SOUPS 2015]  

•  Expiry 

•  Conclusions 
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Perception vs. Reality 
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How do people make passwords? 

•  49-participant think-aloud lab study 

•  How do they assign value to accounts? 

•  What makes a password secure (or not)? 
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MISCONCEPTION  
Keyboard patterns are secure 

Ur et al. "I Added '!' At The End To Make It Secure": Observing Password Creation in the Lab. SOUPS 
2015 

1qazxsw2
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MISCONCEPTION 

Adding ! to the end makes it secure 

Password!

iloveyou!

monkey!
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Dictionary words are never secure 

 

 

junglesalmon711

MISCONCEPTION 
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Misunderstanding attackers 

•  Mahavishnu Orchestra is 
secure because “this band 
name is hard to spell.” 

 

 

 

Goldie: “hackers cannot guess 
[it] because I have no pictures of 
him on my Facebook account.”
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Password perceptions study 

Ur et al. Do users’ perceptions of password security match reality? CHI 2016. 

p@ssw0rd pAsswOrd

p@ssw0rd 
much 
more 

secure

pAssw0rd 
much 
more 

secure
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Which is more secure? 

iloveyou88 ieatkale88
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Study participants’ perceptions 

iloveyou88 ieatkale88= 
MISCONCEPTION 
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Reality 

iloveyou88 ieatkale88

4,000,000,000 ×  
more secure! 
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Which is more secure? 

brooklyn16 brooklynqy
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Study participants’ perceptions 

brooklyn16 brooklynqy

MISCONCEPTION 
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Study participants’ perceptions 

brooklyn16 brooklynqy

300,000 ×  
more secure! 
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Participants were not all wrong 

•  Knew to avoid common words + names 
–  But didn’t recognize common phrases  

•  Knew digits + symbols added strength 
–  But over estimated 

•  Perception of attackers varied wildly 

–  Many unaware of large-scale attacks 

password
michael
iloveyou

password!
michael2015

 

1060 guesses? 

2 guesses? 
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Reality: Small-Scale Guessing 

•  Targeted guessing by someone you know 

•  Automated attack by a stranger 

•  1 – 1,000,000 guesses 
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Reality: Large-Scale Guessing 

•  Against stolen database of passwords  

•  Against password-protected file 

•  1,000,000 guesses (best practices) 

•  1014 or more (common reality) 
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Current feedback insufficient 
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Data-driven password meter 

•  More accurate 

•  Actionable  
feedback 

•  Tested in small 
lab study and  
large online  
study 

Ur et al. Design and Evaluation of a Data-Driven Password Meter. CHI 2017 
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Scoring guessability accurately 

•  Neural network rates  
guessability of passwords  
quickly on client side 

•  Heuristics identify 21 characteristics that lead to 
weak passwords 
– Dictionary words and phrases 
– Keyboard patterns, dates 
– Location of uppercase, digits, symbols 

Image credit: doi:10.3389/fninf.2010.00112 
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Actionable feedback 

•  Meeting minimum requirements 

•  Generic advice 

•  Feedback on up to 3 most important ways to 
improve password 

•  Detailed feedback specific to password if user 
shows password 

•  Suggested improved password 
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Meeting minimum requirements 
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Generic advice modal 
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Up to 3 suggested improvements 
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Detailed feedback when password 
displayed on screen 
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Suggested improved password 
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Online user study 

•  4,509 participants 

•  2 parts 

–  Create password, complete survey, recall password 
–  Return 2+ days later to recall password, complete survey 

•  Experimental treatments tested 

–  2 password policies 
–  3 scoring stringencies 
–  6 types of feedback 
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Users reported meter was useful 

•  32% learned something new about passwords 
from text feedback 

•  62% agreed text feedback made their 
password stronger 

•  77% found feedback informative 
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1c8−Bar−M
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Bar and suggested password have little 
impact on strength 

1c8−None
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hurt, but detailed 
text feedback most 
important 
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Open source release coming soon 
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Outline 

•  Password study methods  

•  Finding good password-composition policies 

•  Password meters, feedback, and guidance 

•  Passphrases  

•  Perceptions 

•  Expiry 
[Tech@FTC] 

•  Conclusions 
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Why require password changes? 

Lock out attackers who 
have learned users’ 
passwords 
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Password transformations 

Capitalization: tarheels#1 → tArheels#1

Duplication: tarheels#1 → tarheels#11 

Substitution: tarheels#1 → tarheels#2

Insertion: tarheels#1 → tarheels#12 

Keyboard transform: tarheels#1 → tarheels#! 

Date: tarheel#0510 → tarheel#0810 
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Password transformations 

Capitalization: tarheels#1 → tArheels#1

Duplication: tarheels#1 → tarheels#11 

Substitution: tarheels#1 → tarheels#2

Insertion: tarheels#1 → tarheels#12 

Keyboard transform: tarheels#1 → tarheels#! 

Date: tarheel#0510 → tarheel#0810 
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10,000+ defunct UNC accounts 

•  Mandatory password change every 3 months 

•  Obtained 4-15 hashed passwords to each 
account 

•  Cracked >1 non-last password for 7,752 
accounts 

Zhang, Monrose, and Reiter, CCS 2010 
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Evaluation 

•  Pick a known plaintext, 
non-last password (OLD) 

•  Pick any later password 
(NEW) 

•  Attempt to crack NEW 
using transform rules 
applied to OLD 

Zhang, Monrose, and Reiter, CCS 2010 
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Results 

•  Online attack 
– 17% of accounts cracked  

in <5 guesses 

•  Offline attack 
– 41% of accounts cracked 

within 3 seconds 

Zhang, Monrose, and Reiter, CCS 2010 
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Benefits of expiry are limited 

•  Brute force attacks only slowed a little bit by password 
change 

–  Slow hash functions slow them down more 

•  Attacker who gains access may install key logger and 
observe password change 

Quantifying the Security Advantage of Password Expiration Policies. Chiasson & van Oorshot 2015. 
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Survey evidence 

•  Frequent password 
expiry →  
users create weaker 
passwords  
(Adams & Sasse, 1999) 

•  Annoyed at password 
change →  
users create weaker 
passwords  
(Mazurek et al., 2013) 
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Outline 

•  Password study methods  

•  Finding good password-composition policies  

•  Password meters  

•  Passphrases  

•  Perceptions 

•  Expiry 

•  Conclusions 
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